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SOME OF THE DIFFICULTIES OF THE EIGHTH ARMY IN TUNISIA

Ruined buildings of the desert village of El Assaig were razed to the ground

by sappers and used to pave the way-for the advance in force of the Eighth Army
into Tunisia,

The spear-head of the advance - on armoured regiment, with infantry of the

Buffs and gunners in support - crossed the frontier with little difficulty.

It pushed on to the North West and soon menaced the town and fortress of

Ben Gardane, 15 miles inside Tunisia,

Then the rains come. The wadi which marks the frontier on the line of advance

was transformed into a deep, swift river,,*,an impassable obstacle. The main body
could not cross.

For a week the spearhead alone represented this port of the Eighth Army in

Tunisia whilst the remainder of the force "kicked its heels" on the Tripolitanian

shore.

During this time the spearhead was in contact with the enemy the whole time.

Almost every day Rommel sent some of his tanks to have a look at it. Our tank

crews were grateful for this break in the monotony and responded by knocking several

of them out.

But life for the men of the spearhead was not without its difficulties. Only
a small proportion of their supply vehicles had reached them before the rains cut

them off from the main body. There was not enough petrol, water, ammunition or

rations to sustain them over a long stay in the new country unless fresh supplies

could be obtained.

Fortunately a single Scammel tractor, complete with winch, had accompanied
them across the wadi. This tractor did invaluable work in hauling supply vehicles

through the mud and flood water. Once on the Tunisian side there was no question

of these vehicles going back for replenishments. No truck could cross the wadi

under its own power.

BRIDGES BUILT FROM RUINS

It was a laborious business and was not a complete answer to the supply

problem, But all the time the sappers on the East bank were at work improvising
the complete answer.

Ten miles away from the wadi on the Tripolitanian side, was the desolate

village of El Assaig. The village contained many ruined buildings which were

knocked down and hundreds of tons of broken masonry taken in trucks to the water’s

edge, Other trucks were sent to Tripoli more than a hundred miles away in search

of timber.

Working day and night with anti aircraft gunners and infantrymen to protect

them, the sappers built two cause-ways across the flooded wadi. Relays of trucks

brought more and more masonry for the monster. Sand, of which there was no shortage
in the immediate vicinity, also came by the truck-load. Soon masses of timber began
to arrive and two almost rustic-looking bridges took shape.

The Luftwaffe became interested. It bombed and strafed the bridge builders.

The Brigadier, under whose command the spearhead came, made a trial crossing of one

of the bridges before it was completed. But the bridge gave way in the middle. At

that moment a German fighter dived from the clouds and strafed the marooned "jeep".
There were no casualties and the Brigadier in his vehicle was "winched" to the Tunisian

shore by the ever-ready Scammel.
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INFANTRY WENT STRAIGHT FOR BEN GARDANE

When Doth bridges were completed and pronounced capable of taking the

weight of medium guns and A.C.Vs. the main body began to cross. The whole fighting
force was established in Tunisia during the night and the advance was resumed with

the original spearhead in the van in the morning.

While an infantry brigade - mainly units of the Tweens Royal Regiment - drove

straight for Ben Gardane, the armoured column worked round the Southern flank.

By mid-day the leading tanks were in contact with the enemy to the West and South

West of Ben Gardane. Field and medium guns came into action to cover the flight
of the garrison of Ben Gardane.

The infantry occupied Ben Gardane-whilst the tanks formed a firm base South

West of the town. Fresh forces and supplies poured across the improvised bridges.
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